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Toll agencies face an unprecedented challenge to 
keep their employees and customers safe while 
continuing to collect toll revenues that sustain the 
transportation network.

Agencies are reporting a 40%-60% drop in traffic 
volumes — and, consequently, a loss of millions of 
dollars in toll revenue. The revenue loss threatens 
the livelihoods of valued employees, has further 
strained operating budgets and is forcing toll 
agencies to evaluate future capital investments. 

To compound the situation, many toll agencies, 
large and small, either were collecting cash via  
toll collectors or were in the process of converting 
to all-electronic tolling when the COVID-19 
pandemic occurred. In the last few months,  
we’ve seen many toll agencies respond by 
accelerating their transitions to AET or do the 
extraordinary and execute unplanned conversions 
nearly overnight by re-engineering their business 
to collect tolls without accepting cash on the 
roadway. 

These agencies, whether in the midst of conversion 
or making the difficult decision to convert 
unplanned and on the fly, now must implement 
and operate a new business model with limited 
revenues while trying to keep their customers and 
reduced, remaining back-office and customer 
service center employees safe from the spread of 
the disease. 

For numerous reasons other agencies are faced 
with the challenge of continuing to collect cash 
with toll collectors while keeping their employees 
and customers safe and healthy. 

As toll agencies adjust to a new normal, many have 
questions. The following are answers to some of 
those key questions: 

1.  Compared with cash collection, how 
much will our revenue decrease with 
video tolling, and how much longer  
will it take to collect?

For planning purposes under AET, revenues 
collected at the time of travel equates to that 
day’s transponder percentage. The rest of the 
money, collected via video tolling (license  
plate imaging), will lag and likely be paid by 
invoicing over a 45-120 day period. After 120 
days, 93%-95% of transactions typically will  
be paid. 

Unfortunately, collecting the remaining 
5%-7% is challenging and unlikely. There will 
be customers who cannot be identified, and 
people who simply won’t pay their invoices. 
The elimination of the cost of cash collection 
will offset some of this lost revenue. 

Most of the agencies that converted to AET 
pre-pandemic increased their toll rates or fees 
to cover this loss. For agencies that performed 
“emergency” conversion during the pandemic 
and kept the same cash rate, this loss is an 
added impact to traffic/revenue declines.  
Given the current economic situation, toll  
rate increases and additional fees may not  
be possible.  

This is difficult to hear on top of the revenue 
losses, but forecasting the lower collection 
efficiency of AET will help toll agencies create 
more accurate revenue projections for overall 
financial response planning. Ultimately, 
agencies must understand their net revenue 
position in a full AET environment and the 
potential cost of converting. 
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Choosing the best  
sustainable strategies
Airports analyze ROI in addition 
to achieving LEED certification

“Green” terminal buildings continue to be a trend 
in the U.S. aviation industry. Many executives view 
them as opportunities to position their airports as 
leaders in environmental stewardship. The 
challenge is determining which sustainable and 
energy-saving strategies to incorporate. 

In the past, an airport executive might have set  
a goal of achieving a certain Leadership in Energy 
and Environmental Design designation, allowing 
the criteria for meeting that designation to drive  
the selection process. 

While achieving LEED certification still is a  
welcome outcome, and often a municipal mandate, 
more airports are using return on investment 
analysis to guide their decisions. ROI analysis,  
a thorough evaluation process, pinpoints those 
strategies with the best life-cycle payback. 

One such example is the San Diego County 
Regional Airport Authority. The Authority used 
ROI analysis to select the best sustainable and 
energy-saving strategies for its $800 million  
“Green Build” terminal development program.

3-step process
The analysis involved: 

1. Holding a brainstorming session with 
stakeholders to identify possible sustainable  
and energy-saving techniques that could be built 
into the program. Quantity, not quality, was the 
goal here.

2. Evaluating each strategy’s energy use and 
savings with: 

	 •	 Energy	modeling	of	mechanical,	electrical	 
  and plumbing systems

	 •	 Building	Information	Modeling	of	the	 
  building’s envelope

3. Conducting an ROI economic analysis on those 
techniques that showed the most promise. This 
step highlighted the strategies that would 
provide the best life-cycle payback. For San 
Diego, they included:

	 •	 Highly	efficient	lighting	fixtures	

	 •	 A	highly	insulated	building	envelope

	 •	 A	sophisticated	building	management	system

Other selection methods 
Other features were selected based on the airport’s 
wish to invest in longer term paybacks for certain 
systems, the need to meet specific environmental 
mitigation requirements and the desire to have 
highly visible demonstration projects. 

In addition, policy and operational procedures, 
such as continuous commissioning of HVAC 
systems and recycling programs, also will affect 
positively the terminal building’s sustainability.

With the Feb. 14 signing of the Federal Aviation 
Administration’s Modernization and Reform Act of 
2012, Congress and President Obama confirmed their 
commitment to Next Generation Air Traffic System 
technology. The new bill provides firm funding and 
accountability standards for implementation 
processes and technologies across the nation.

Safer, more reliable air travel 
The legislation is welcome news to the majority  
(53 percent) of Americans who would feel safer in  
a plane guided by NextGen GPS-based technology 
than in an aircraft guided by the current ground-
based radar system, according to a recent HNTB  
America THINKS survey. 

In addition to improving safety, NextGen will:
•	 Help	aircraft	fly	more	direct,	precise	routes
•	 Give	air	traffic	controllers	better	tools	to	pinpoint	

aircraft locations
•	 Boost	capacity	by	allowing	aircraft	to	fly	closer	 

to one another
•	 Save	the	industry,	and	subsequently	passengers,	 

$9 billion a year by reducing delays, carbon 
emissions, noise pollution and fuel consumption

A down payment 
The FAA’s initial cost estimate for implementing 
NextGen was $40 billion. However, according to a 
November 2010 report issued by the Government 
Accountability Office, realizing NextGen’s highest 
capabilities by 2025 could cost as much as $160 billion. 

Therefore, it may be helpful to view the 
reauthorization, which allocates $10.9 billion  
for fiscal years 2011–2014, as a down payment. 

The allocation is intended to help the industry 
take deployment to the next level by:
•	 Establishing	accountable	leadership	for	 

NextGen implementation
•	 Setting	a	deadline	for	implementing	required	

navigation performance flight paths and  
other processes

•	 Establishing	budgeting	standards
•	 Mandating	a	multiagency,	integrated	work	plan	
that	includes	requirements	and	timelines

Establishing rules and procedures 
For NextGen to be effective, the airlines need to 
equip	their	aircraft	with	necessary	satellite-based	
technology. However, before the airlines invest 
billions, they want to see the rules and procedures 
developed to make NextGen a reality. 

The bill may best be known for ending the 
standoff by:
•	 Requiring	NextGen	procedures	be	developed	for	

the busiest airports (for use by aircraft)  
by June 2015

•	 Containing	many	provisions	for	streamlining	
environmental approvals of NextGen procedures 

•	 Allowing	Airport	Improvement	Program	funds	 
to be used to hire consultants to help facilitate  
the procedures and improve the environmental 
process  

Reauthorization boosts hopes  
for a robust NextGen
After 23 short-term extensions, the aviation industry finally  
has the nod to advance its plan for modernizing our national  
airspace system. 
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Keeping employees and customers safe  
while keeping revenues flowing    
Answers to key questions toll agencies are asking 



2. How can we mitigate the risk of having  
to move or shut down operations if one  
of our back-office/customer service center 
employees contracts the virus?

While AET conversion moved toll collectors  
out of the toll plazas, agencies remain concerned  
about the safety of staff who are working in groups, 
answering phones, processing license plate images  
and supporting invoicing processes. If one of those 
employees contracts the virus, working on-site will  
no longer be an option. That could happen tomorrow, 
or it could happen next month. 

Unfortunately, there is no straightforward solution  
for operating customer service remotely if contingency 
plans do not already exist. But here are a few things  
to consider: 

• What internal and external resources can be  
engaged now to assess, plan and implement  
the necessary changes to support working  
from home?

• Can the number of on-site employees — and the  
risk of viral spread — be reduced by allowing those 
employees who can work from home to do so?  
Image review may be a good candidate for remote 
work. Remaining on-site employees would follow 
social-distancing and Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention guidelines.

• Under a worst-case scenario, is data storage  
adequate to hold license plate images until they  
can be processed in the future? 

• Can credit cards and other personal information 
security concerns be mitigated in a remote  
work environment? 

Answering these questions requires a review of  
each agency’s specific situation and available options, 
given the state of current systems, operations, policies 
and legalities.

3. What will tolling in a post-pandemic  
world look like, and what can we do now to 
prepare for it?

Pre-COVID-19 conventional wisdom suggested AET 
was the endgame for many agencies — the final stage  
of toll collection evolution until the next generation of 
technology replaces the transponder/video paradigm. 
The benefits of transponder-based tolling are clear:

• It’s the least expensive collection option for  
toll agencies. 

• It’s the least expensive payment option for customers. 

• Transponders improve the safety of employees and 
customers by reducing accidents and eliminating 
human interaction.

• Higher transponder use requires smaller back-office 
operations.

• They are more than 99% effective in revenue 
collection.

So, during this pause, before the industry emerges from 
the pandemic, many agencies could be in position to 
evaluate maintaining their AET operations through  
an interim period and even into a final configuration.  
Why not ramp up transponder accessibility and consider 
requiring a transponder in every vehicle? Cash-based 
accounts, where necessary, can be facilitated off the 
roadway with no toll collector. The pandemic already  
has given many agencies a glimpse of an AET future. 
Maybe it’s time to consider that AET future now.   

On the other hand, for a variety of reasons (e.g., financial, 
operational, traffic-related or geometric) some agencies 
will need to return to cash collection and toll collectors. 
These agencies will face new challenges and measures  
to consider:

• Providing the necessary and proper amount of  
personal protection equipment — masks, gloves,  
face shields, hand sanitizer, disinfectant wipes, etc. 

• Following CDC guidelines. 

• Evaluating options for contact-less payment processing, 
such as QR code scanners and credit card tap-and-go 
pods, where physically and financially practical.

• Potentially reducing the hours of toll collector  
cash collection.

• Dealing with new requirements for cash handling by 
staff and third-party contractors to safely handle 
deposits from the lane to the bank.

One thing is for certain, there will be a new normal. 
Post-pandemic tolling will evolve with employee and 
customer safety of the utmost importance, regardless of 
the collection method.  n
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